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The  current  unemployment  insurance  and  employment  protection  legislation  were  set  up  in  an 
economic environment in which relationships between workers and firms were typically long‐lasting 




























































































typical  example.  The  degree  of  responsibility  should  therefore  increase  if  we  could  relate  the 
compensation at lay‐off to the difference between the lay‐off costs induced by the firm and the 
average lay‐off costs in the economy. 
Once  economic agents are  made responsible for their acts,  they “can be  given discretion”.  This 
means that one should not require firms to justify economic lay‐offs
7 in court, as e.g. in France. 
Judicial  procedures  cannot  be  efficient  since  it  is  too  costly  for  a  judge  to  gather  the  relevant 
information required to determine whether the lay‐off is economically justified.         
What form should the firm's contribution take? Should it take the form of a lump‐sum severance 
payment  to  the  worker  or  of  a  lay‐off  contribution  to  the  UI  fund  that  finances  a  stream  of 
unemployment benefits (UB) and active labour market policies (ALMP’s)? Here economic principles 





risk.  A  lump‐sum  payment  is  only  justified  to  compensate  for  the  psychic  costs  of  becoming 
unemployed, unrelated to the cost of being unemployed: this could be e.g. the loss of a familiar work 
environment, of work relationships,... For most workers, the costs related to the unemployment risk 
























































2. Guidelines for a Reform of Employment Protection and 








compensates  the  worker  by  paying  out  the  wage  due  in  this  notice  period.  This  corresponds 
therefore to a severance payment. In Belgium, the notice period is much higher for white‐collar 
workers than for blue‐collars. It also differs according to the collective agreement in the sector, the 








In  Belgium  we  distinguish  between  two  UI  schemes:  the  temporary  UI  scheme  and  the  general 
scheme.
13 Currently, only blue‐collar workers are eligible to the temporary scheme but employers 
plead  for  an  extension  to  white  collars.








































especially  for  low‐wage  workers.  A  more  transparent  scheme  would  replace  the  advance  notice 
payments at redundancy (more on this below) by an unemployment compensation that is initially 
characterised by a unique much higher replacement rate than currently, but that, as to provide the 


























20  A  notable  exception  is,  since  2005,  the  “accountability  contribution”  paid  by  firms  in  the  construction  sector  who 
temporary lay‐off workers during more than 110 days/year. From 2000 to 2002 a similar contribution existed in all sectors 




























































































lay‐off  contribution  could  be  used  to  provide  entitlement  for  workers  without  a  sufficient 
contribution record and to top up the existing UB for workers who did sufficiently contribute to the 
UI fund in the past. For the first group the amount to which they are entitled would be proportional 





increase  the  coverage  of  UI  by  abolishing  the  current  cap  and  by  raising  the  replacement  rate. 











































temporary  and  permanent  lay‐offs  for  economic  reasons.
28  However,  we  proposed  the  lay‐off 
contribution to be independent of the expected unemployment duration. Being calculated on the 
basis of the average unemployment duration of a fired worker, this contribution would be too high 
for temporary lay‐offs whose duration  is  typically shorter.  As a consequence,  it makes sense  to 
augment the regular UI scheme by one which finances temporary UB’s for lay‐offs that last less than 








employees  make  use  of  the  system:
30  this  guarantees  that  the  scheme  would  only  be  used  for 





























































































employees,  students  who  have  returned  to  school,  or  individuals  whose  employers  have  gone 
bankrupt.  In  fact,  in  2002,  employers  covered  only  partially  the  expense  caused  by  their  layoff 













protection. A first pass”, The Journal of the European Economic Association, 6 (1), pp. 45-77. 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